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The role of prosody for the
expression of illocutionary types.
The prosodic system of questions
in spoken Italian and French
according to Language into Act
Theory

Emanuela Cresti† and Massimo Moneglia*†

Laboratory LABLITA, Department Lettere e Filosofia, University of Florence, Florence, Italy

This article presents a corpus-based study of the correlations between prosodic

contours and question speech acts in Italian and French from the perspective of

the Language into Act Theory (L-AcT). A rich taxonomy of question illocutionary

types is derived from two comparable corpora of informal speech taken from

the C-ORAL-ROM collection and illustrated through prototypic examples. The

number of questions in speech is evaluated as <10% of utterances. Despite

their syntactic and accentual di�erences, the two languages share comparable

pragmatic values conveyed by defined prosodic variations. Total questions, which

can be answered with yes or no, are expected with canonical rising contours. Still,

a good percentage shows the so-called declarative prosody (26% in FR and 36%

in IT). They have been supposed to be biased by presupposing the proposition’s

truth and considered Requests for confirmations instead of genuinely Seeking for

information acts. But presupposition, depending on intentional states, is hard to be

detected, and no clear linguistic correlation was found. The corpus-based study

of the prosody/pragmatics relation allows a better understanding of the system.

Total questions should be framed within the larger category of Directives aimed

at the addressee’s linguistic behavior, which does not foresee seeking information

as the only goal. When the speaker makes a hypothesis on what he asks—that

is not an actual presupposition—he performs a Request for confirmation. This is

true in most Total questions, and prosody complies with the canonical contour. In

contrast, declarative contours correlate with corpus contexts in which the speaker

does not make any hypothesis but puts pressure on the addressee (Challenging

Questions). Partial questions genuinely seek information and comprise Open

questions, which are verbless utterances where the addressee is requested to

freely provide information on a given topic. Tag questions, Double questions, and

Alternative questions correspond to Illocutionary patterns that, according to L-AcT,

are composed of two pragmatic units framed within one prosodic strategy.
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1. Introduction

The investigation of how prosodic information varies across the

most diverse situations of real life requires access to spontaneous

speech corpora and linguistic methodologies, which can bootstrap

the relevant prosodic information conveying meanings from a

continuous stretch of speech.

This article presents the main results achieved during a corpus-

based analysis of a representative selection of the C-ORAL-ROM

Corpus of Spoken Italian and French (Cresti and Moneglia,

2005) dedicated to the induction from corpora of the pragmatic

and prosodic properties of questions in these two languages.

Corpora mainly represents the Florentine variety and the south

France variety.

The Language into Act Theory (L-AcT), which is the framework

adopted for this study, foresees that prosody is the interface

between the affective/pragmatic programming of the utterance

(illocutionary act, Austin, 1962) and its linguistic fulfilling

(locutionary act), and it is necessary to speech acts performance and

interpretation (Cresti, 2000; Cresti, 2020; Moneglia, 2011).

This article focuses explicitly on the prosodic variations that

characterize Yes/No questions in Italian and French, constituting

a problematic case study for the pragmatics/prosody correlation.

There are many Y/N questions departing from the canonical

prosodic model foreseen in the two languages. They convey

a so-called nuance of meaning which has been questioned in

previous literature.

Indeed, speech acts taxonomies based on spoken corpora have

been recently developed, enriching the tradition that origins in

Austin (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1979; Searle and Vanderveken, 1985).

These taxonomies provide concepts that ground new-generation

pragmatic classifications in language usage.

The DART-DAMSL repertory (Weisser, 2018) sets questions

under the label of seeking information acts and divides the

category into the following types: Yes/No, Declarative Y/N, Back-

channel, Reformulating, Open, Rhetorical, Alternative, and finally,

Tag Questions, which are Requests for Confirmation (RC).1

Illocutionary types are identified through prototypical sentences

that substantiate each definition.

According to the DITT++
2 tag-set (Bunt et al., 2017),

questions share the goal that the speaker wants to know something,

which he assumes the addressee to know, and puts pressure

on the latter to provide this information. The class records the

following: Set Question (WH), Proposition Question (Y/N), Check

Question (RC), and Choice Question (Alternative questions).

An explicit distinction between Proposition questions (Y/N) and

Check questions (RC) is proposed: in Y/N, the speaker wants to

obtain information about the truth of a proposition, while in RC,

1 The terminology of question illocutionary acts varies in the di�erent tag-

sets. To the purpose of clarity, when reporting previous literature, we use the

most widespread Y/N label for questions that can be answered negatively or

positively and theWH label for questions that satisfy the interrogative variable

in the answer. Within our approach, we will use the label Total question for

all kinds of Y/N and the label Partial question for all kinds of WH.

2 http://dit.uvt.nl/

the speaker seeks to get information about the truth of a proposition

he weakly believes is true. This distinction is problematic for speech

act interpretation since it is not explicitly reflected in any linguistic

condition. Still, it is based on the speaker’s state of mind, which

is unavailable. Therefore, any Y/N question (has the train left?) is

a possible candidate for both interpretations. Neither DART nor

DIT++ considers prosodic cues.

In conclusion, corpus-based pragmatic taxonomies foresee a

pragmatic distinction within Y/N questions among those which

are genuinely seeking information acts, considered unbiased,

and those characterized by the speaker’s presupposition of the

truth of the proposition, considered biased, i.e., Requests for

confirmation. However, this distinction is neither correlated with

prosodic performance nor can be predicted because of objective

linguistic features.

However, a variation in the prosodic form of Y/N questions

has been found in corpora; in short, both rising and rising-falling

contours are widely reported in Italian and French studies. For

Italian, a substantial body of research deals with the prosodic

performance of Y/N questions in most Italian regional varieties

(D’Imperio, 2001; Grice et al., 2005; Gili-Fivela, 2008). Within

the Auto-segmental Model (Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg, 1990;

Ladd, 2008), a falling-rising prosodic performance (L∗+H, LH%) is

assumed to express an overall meaning relative to the interrogative

modality as opposed to the declarative one, which in Italian are not

distinguished from a syntactic point of view.

Research on task-oriented speech corpora was run on the

CLIPS corpus, which collects Map Task dialogues (Anderson et al.,

1991) across the main Italian regional varieties. In Crocco (2006),

the prosodic features and a fine-grained pragmatic analysis of

Y/N questions have been annotated according to the HCRC Map

task coding scheme, where Y/N questions are considered Dialogue

moves which vary according to their informational value. However,

the expression of the different nuances of meaning conveyed

by prosodic contours appears fragmented, depending on various

aspects (linguistic filling, interaction, and context).

In Savino (2012), only unbiased Y/N questions have been

prosodically analyzed in all Italian varieties of CLIPS. For what

concerns the Florentine variety, two contours have been observed,

both characterized by a rise on the tonic syllable, respectively,

followed by a low boundary tone (L+H∗ L-L%) and a rise boundary

tone (L+H∗ L-H%). Crucially, no strict pragmatic correlation of

this variation has been observed.

Rossano (2010) grounded his corpus-based research on

spontaneous conversations by people from the Northern variety

and observed a prosodic variation in Y/N questions. He found

that Y/N questions (60% of all questions in his corpus) are

used to implement various actions. Half of them are requests for

confirmation, while only 26% seek information. However, also

in this work, no specific correlation between the so-called social

activities and prosodic variations is stated.

For what concerns the French, the volume by Grundstrom

and Léon (1973) remains one of the most accurate descriptions

of the prosodic varieties carried out through f0 measurements

and experiments. Grundstrom provides the prosodic analysis of

a significant group of utterances derived from a spontaneous

conversation, developing every type of illocution. Three contours
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have been associated with interrogative values (raising, flat rising,

and rising-falling). Validations through perception tests confirmed

that the rising and flat-rising contours are the most relevant

for the recognition of questions, primarily if they are associated

with a short climb duration and high intensity of the last

syllable, while the rising-falling contour is mainly paired with

assertive utterances.

Fonagy and Brerard (1973), in their work on Y/N questions,

found an overall rising contour with a moderate climb signaling

the performance of neutral instances. The contour is described

as a slower climb at the beginning, which then accelerates and

remains high, forming a convex curve on the final syllable. However,

they also noticed other types, the so-called implicative questions,

which from a semantic perspective should imply a speaker’s doubt.

They still bear a rising contour that, after a sudden rise on the

penultimate syllable, shows a significant fall on the last syllable.

In comparison with assertive contours, they are called declarative

questions. However, the peak of declarative questions is higher,

and the interval between peak and fall is sudden in the latter

and broader in the assertive contours. Declarative questions fall

abruptly and deeply, while in assertive, the fall rarely reaches the

base landing level.

The prosodic characters of the interrogation have been recently

taken up inside general treatises on French prosody (Hirst

and Cristo, 1998; Lacheret-Dujour and Beaugendre, 1998; Rossi,

1999; Martin, 2009). All authors agree on an overall description

of a rising contour on the last syllable, Contour melodique

Ci (H∗H%), in Martin (2015) terminology. The variability of

performance depending on regional varieties and attitudinal

aspects is often highlighted.

Delais-Roussarie et al. (2015), in their masterwork, develop

a semantic classification of the different types of prosodic

performance of questions. They are exemplified through best

examples produced in the laboratory or derived from corpora

collecting different regional varieties. The typology regarding Y/N

questions can be summarized in two major types: information

seeking that is realized by a rising contour (H∗H%), mostly very

high, and imperative Y/N that is performed by a rising-falling

contour (LH∗L%).

Portes (2020) investigates the meaning of intonation questions

with rising-falling contour. She wonders whether to link this

specific contour to a biased trait, noticing that, for instance, in

Catalan, the positively biased questions bear a rising-falling contour

(Vanrell et al., 2013). Moreover, the author disputes the relevance of

an independent contour with an f0 peak on the penultimate syllable,

which would be due to uncertainty and, therefore, negatively biased.

An experiment has been conceived where the same sentence was

proposed with four prosodic contours. Participants have been

requested to correlate the different performances to a previously

determined set of semantic/pragmatic values. The falling contour

was coupled with assertion and the rising contour with question,

and the form of uncertainty has mainly been assimilated to

the rising contour and interpreted as a generic question. The

most controversial results are those regarding the rising-falling

contour, which is supposed to be less grammaticalized, more

expressive, and sensitive to context (Portes and Lancia, 2017;

Portes, 2020).

Beyond Italian and French, relevant work on the prosodic

analysis of questions in American English-spoken corpora was

run by Hedberg et al. (2017). It explicitly correlates pragmatic

values and prosodic performance. In American English, questions

have canonical prosody: Y/Ns are rising, while WHs are falling.

However, non-canonical prosodic contours have also been found,

although in a small minority. They are used to signal when the

speaker does not genuinely seek information, since they fail to fit

with one or more standard felicity conditions of questions, i.e.,

the speaker’s ignorance of the answer, his desire for an answer,

and his belief in the addressee’s knowledge. In short, they are

biased. The small percentage corresponding to non-genuine Y/N

questions shows a Level prosodic contour that can be either

(L∗H-L%) or (L∗L-L%).

Based on corpus evidence, we will argue that Y/N questions—

Total questions in our terminology—are not only seeking

information acts centered on the speaker but must be framed

within the overall Direction class and the larger pragmatic

concept of request for linguistic behavior to the addressee.

Specifically, two pragmatic types result in Request for confirmation

(RC) and Challenging questions (CHQ). RCs are the most

frequent type in the two languages and are performed by

dedicated contours, named valley for Italian and final rising for

French, while the rising-falling contour signals CHQs in the

two languages.

Beyond Total and Partial questions, rich taxonomy of

illocutionary types is derived from our corpus-based study

when considering the pragmatics/prosody correlations. Types that

have received less attention in previous literature have been

recovered systematically in our corpora and will be framed in a

comprehensive classification that turns out valid in both languages.

Open questions are verbless utterances where the addressee is

requested to provide information on a given topic freely. Tag

questions, Double questions, and Alternative questions, considered

Illocutionary patterns in L-AcT, are a sequence of two pragmatic

units framed within the same prosodic strategy. All question types

present differential prosodic contours that will be described here

using prototypical utterances taken from corpora.

In section 2 we will briefly present the methodology, first

sketching the essential features of the L-AcT framework and its

annotation scheme and then the strategy of the corpus-based

work. The criteria for selecting questions are stated, and the

dataset derived from corpus analysis is displayed in the tables. The

quantitative distribution of question types in our Italian and French

corpus samplings is derived.

Section 3 is dedicated to results describing the main

illocutionary types and corresponding prosodic contours in the

two languages. Within Total questions, Requests for confirmation

and Challenging questions are distinguished in correlation to their

canonical or declarative prosodic contours. In our analysis, Partial

questions, the only genuine seeking for information activities,

are then considered and the specific category of Open questions

is highlighted. Finally, we will give a unified picture of the

prosodic and pragmatic properties of Tag questions, Alternative

questions (positive and negative), and Double questions, which are

all framed into the Illocutionary pattern strategy foreseen by the

L-Act approach.
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2. Methodology

2.1. The L-AcT framework

L-AcT is based on the relation between the accomplishment of

speech acts and their prosodic performance, which is considered a

necessary means for assigning a pragmatic value to speech. L-AcT

develops a methodology that is adequate for studying speech in

real contexts and has been conceived in Italy, independently, but

in parallel, to the Macro-syntactic approach developed in France

(Blanche-Benveniste, 1997). L-AcT has been applied to large-scale

Romance and English corpora (Cresti and Moneglia, 2005; Mello

and Raso, 2012; Cavalcante and Ramos, 2016).

The utterance is assumed as the primary reference unit

for speech analysis since it is the minimal entity that can be

pragmatically interpreted (Biber et al., 1999; Cresti, 2000; Izre’el

et al., 2020) being the linguistic counterpart of a speech act

(Austin, 1962). Since corpus data are not only composed of isolated

nuclear utterances, as is often the case for the examples reported

in competence-based approaches, the study of speech acts also

requires the identification of the stretch of speech that accomplishes

the illocutionary activity.

Prosody is crucial to speech segmentation (Izre’el et al., 2020).

The L-AcT methodology is based on recognizing prosodic breaks

relevant to perception (Swerts, 1997). The segmentation consists

of a two-step process: the utterance is first recognized within the

flow of speech, then it can be segmented into information units.

Utterances are marked by perceptively relevant terminal prosodic

breaks (//; ?), while information units by non-terminal ones (/)3.

For instance, (1) is a dialogic turn of a girl who is supposed to

make photocopies for some students. She is wondering whether

the professor also needs a copy. The turn is a continuous flow

without pause and corresponds to four utterances, each marked by

a terminal break. Listening in isolation to each of them confirms

their autonomy and independent illocutionary value. Given this

segmentation, according to the tag-set in Cresti (2020), we can

detect a Request for confirmation, an Alternative question, a Self-

answer, and an Ascertainment.

(1) (a) lei / gliene serve una anch’ a lei ? (b) (una) in più / o no ?

(c) no // (d) lei ha questa //

[you, (do) you need one also for you? One more, or not? no. You

have this one.]

The second step is the identification of the Comment unit.

An utterance can be segmented into information units (Comment,

Topic, Appendix, and Parenthesis), and each unit has a one-to-one

correspondence with a dedicated prosodic unit (root, prefix, suffix,

parenthetical) within an information pattern (Chafe, 1994; Cresti,

2000; Moneglia and Raso, 2014). Thus, each information function

is shaped by a perceptively relevant prosodic contour (Hart et al.,

1990). In L-AcT, the correspondence between the information unit

and prosodic unit is compulsory, while, for instance, in the macro-

syntactic approach, the alignment of macro-segment boundaries

3 Their identification has been proven consistent across languages

reaching a high interrater agreement (Cresti and Moneglia, 2005; Raso

and Mello, 2012; Barbosa and Raso, 2018; Panunzi et al., 2020; and

references therein).

with prosodic events is ensured in most cases but is not guaranteed

(Martin, 2015).

The root prosodic unit carries out the Comment unit,

which accomplishes the illocution. It records prosodic variants

corresponding to specific illocutionary types (Firenzuoli, 2003;

Rocha, 2016; Cresti and Moneglia, 2018; Cresti, 2020).

The root unit can be composed of a preparation, a nucleus,

and a tail. The nucleus is necessary and sufficient to convey

the pragmatic information of the whole utterance (Cresti, 2020).

It corresponds to a contour that can be composed of a simple

movement (rising, falling, and holding) or several movements.

Movements are aligned to the syllables of the word(s) participating

in the nucleus. The point of start and end (low, middle, high, and

very high) characterizes each movement, which can be short or long

(with respect to the canonical vowel’s length). Still, the contour can

be spread on the sequence of syllables composing the nucleus.

The identification of the nucleus is made on the f0 track

evaluating the perceptual relevance of the selected part of the

root unit. Once the nucleus, as the minimal prosodic contour

sufficient to perform the speech activity, is perceptively identified,

each movement participating in the prosodic contour is manually

annotated on the f0 track. The perceptual relevance of every single

movement is then confirmed by observing whether the annotation

fits the glissando threshold provided by WinPitch. 4

Glissando is the rate of f0 change above which a melodic change

is supposed to be perceived. The glissando threshold determines

the perceptual boundary between a static pitch and a melodic

variation. If the variation is less than the threshold, the perception

will correspond to a static tone; if it is higher, it will be perceived

as a melodic variation. The threshold was established for synthetic

vowels by Rossi (1971, 1978, 1999), Hart (1976), and Martin (2022)

using a semitone scale.

According to these premises, the present research is grounded

by identifying the nuclear part of the Comment unit within each

question. Then, the pragmatic correlations are investigated. For

instance, (1a)—f0 track in Figure 15—shows a Topic-Comment

information pattern. Even if the Topic unit prefix is erased,

the second unit, a Comment (root), can still be pragmatically

interpreted since it bears the illocutionary force of the whole

utterance (Request for confirmation).

In (1), while the verb phrase “gliene serve una” works as

a prosodic preparation, the nucleus of the root unit shows

a falling-rising contour, named valley in Cresti and Moneglia

(forthcoming)6. It is timed on the semantic content (anch’a lei),

which is structured in a unique prosodic word. The falling

movement (over the glissando) is timed on the first tonic vowel and

4 http://www.winpitch.com

5 Figures report the f0 tracks calculated with Winpitch. Given that noisy

signals are frequent in spontaneous speech corpora, we will present the f0

face to the first or second harmonic to verify the correctness of its calculation.

The nuclear f0 movements are highlighted in the f0 tracks. One wav. file

with the acoustic signals in each figure is delivered. The C-ORAL-ROM file

is reported for each example.

6 The term valley must be distinguished from the usage proposed, for

instance, by Kohler (2004), indicating a simple rising contour with no

reference to the necessary previous falling movement on the tonic vowel.
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FIGURE 1

The comment and the illocutionary pattern (A, B) (Supplementary Audio 1.wav).

is followed by a short holding (under the glissando) and a rising

movement (over the glissando) on the post-tonic diphthong.

An utterance may also correspond to a chain of Comments,

called Multiple Comments (CMM), that give rise to Illocutionary

patterns. They are conceived according to a natural rhetoric model

of two or more pragmatic units (Reinforcement, List, Comparison,

etc.), performed within a prosodic pattern (Cresti, 2000; Panunzi

and Saccone, 2018). Recognizing Illocutionary patterns is crucial in

the domain of questions since it allows gathering types of questions,

such as Alternative questions, Tag-questions, and Double questions,

within the same prosodic strategy.

For instance, (1b)—f0 track in Figure 1—is an Alternative

negative question performed within one Illocutionary pattern. So,

in this case, there are two CMMs and two nuclear contours.

The first is a rising contour (over the glissando) timed on

the tonic vowel of the first CMM, and the second CMM is

composed of a falling movement on the tonic vowel (over the

glissando), followed by a holding movement, which we identified,

as a whole, as a level contour (see Hedberg et al., 2017 and the

following sections).

2.2. The dataset

The dataset is designed to investigate the occurrence of

questions in real-life interactions, ensuring some probability

of occurrence to speech act types present in the language.

To this end, a highly variated sub-corpus of dialogues and
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TABLE 1 The Italian data set.

Illocutionary patterns Total Partial Unclassified Number
of

Utterances

db an ap tag val moun wh op ret un questions

ifamdl12 - two young women

trying to cook a Tiramisù

7 3 13 3 4 3 33 353

Ifamdl02 - souvenir of a family 1 5 5 8 1 1 21 408

ifamdl20 - gossips of two

women about a friend’s love

story

1 3 2 9 5 20 190

ifamcv14 – poker game among

friends

4 1 2 4 10 12 20 7 60 458

ifamdl15 - chat with the

beautician during the

depilation

1 1 22 3 8 2 6 43 342

ifamcv01 - showing the family

Photo album to the

daughter-in-low

3 3 1 2 19 9 35 2 2 7 83 1030

ifamdl09 - chat after a rock

concert experience

2 1 4 2 12 3 1 25 307

ifamdl19 - driving school 1 3 1 7 2 5 19 387

ipubcv03 - setting the agenda

for young children’s assistance

3 7 2 3 15 283

ifamdl17-developing

photographs in a dark room

1 2 1 14 15 9 4 1 4 52 404

Total 10 6 7 12 94 52 121 18 13 37 371 4,162

multi-dialogues derived from the Italian and French C-ORAL-

ROM collection has been selected to avoid repeating the

same type of interactive context.7 The contexts chosen in

each language corpus are briefly reported in Tables 1, 2.

The finding can provide at least some quantitative measures

for the different types of questions in the corpus. This is

the opposite strategy of using the Map-task dialogues, which

aims at characterizing speakers’ performance face to the same

tasks in a controlled environment and may not represent the

actual variation.

Corpus methodology based on real-life data, however, causes

a loss of acoustic quality of the dataset, characterized by frequent

overlapping and background noise. We accepted this bias on the

f0 calculation since WinPitch ensures, in any case, the minimal

conditions to verify the f0 movements displaying them face to the

first or second harmonic.

The C-ORAL-ROM source provides an independent

segmentation into utterances (Moneglia, 2005) that are delivered

aligned to the acoustic source. The selection of questions within

the dialogues undergoes the following working criteria:

• Recognition of the utterance as a question by at least two out

of three mother tongue annotators.

• Contextual adequacy.

7 The dataset is available from https://github.com/labiu/

coralrom_questions_it-fr

• Reaction by the addressee (answer).

• Syntactic form (if applicable).

We fixed a minimal quantitative target of up to 4000 utterances

for annotating samples of each corpus. The Italian corpus reaches

the target with 10 different C-ORAL-ROM files recording 4,162

utterances and 371 questions. It represents the language variety

mostly spoken in Tuscany. The corpus collects data from 22

speakers, which are not balanced for gender (7 male and 15

female speakers).

The French corpus reached the target with 14 files recording

4,179 utterances, out of which we retrieved 335 questions. It mainly

represents the language variety spoken in South France. The corpus

collects data from 27 different speakers, not balanced for gender (13

male and 14 female speakers).8

It should be noted that considering an average of 50% of

assertive illocutions recorded in spontaneous speech sampling

(Firenzuoli, 2003), questions represent a consistent percentage

given that in the Italian corpus, they record∼9%, and in the French

one, about 8%.

8 Although both genders are represented, the dataset is not settled for

dealing with the gender characteristics found in questions (Niebuhr, 2015).

Corpus data testify, however, that the correlation between prosodic contours

and the speech act types are testified in both female and male speakers

recorded in the corpus.
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TABLE 2 The French data set.

Illocutionary patterns Total Partial Unclassified Number
of

questions

Utterances

File db an ap tag fin-rise r/f wh op ret un

fnatte02 - explaining

linguistic concepts in a class

1 3 1 5 2 2 16 30 344

fpubcv02 - students dealing

with the University

administration

1 2 6 1 4 1 15 191

ffamdl01 - chat among

friends after the weekend

3 1 1 8 1 9 3 3 29 530

fnatbu01 - the sale of a car 3 3 1 9 4 3 2 2 5 32 403

famdl08 - criticism of the

odd behavior of a family

1 4 3 3 1 4 1 17 184

famdl23 - visiting the

grandmother

2 3 6 4 5 3 8 31 303

famdl02 - how the market

of goods is organized

3 1 2 14 6 9 1 1 37 566

fpubdl01- discussion with

workers on strike

2 1 3 4 1 16 1 3 7 38 444

fpubdl02- door-to-door sale 1 1 4 2 2 2 1 13 161

ffamcv03 - talking about

skinheads in France

1 4 4 1 10 230

ffamcv05 - two women talk

of the home décor

1 2 9 1 10 1 2 26 203

ffamdl04 - the life of a

student who wants to

become a singer

2 2 3 12 2 5 2 1 29 278

ffamdl10- a journey to

Cuba

1 1 1 1 1 5 199

ffamdl17 - life and

memories of a miner

1 7 4 3 15 143

Total 17 5 11 20 93 32 75 12 17 45 327 4,179

We also counted what we can call “spurious” instances, such as

rhetorical questions, self-questions, echo questions, questions used as

dialogic moves, and surprise questions (14% in Italian and 22% in

French). They are usually considered questions by mother-tongue

speakers, although the criterion regarding the addressee’s answer

is not satisfied. According to a general system of illocutionary

assignment (Sbisà and Turner, 2013), indeed, it is the addressee’s

behavior that guarantees the directive value of an act of question,

which is an essential illocutionary feature.

Even if spurious questions are not an object of the present

research, special attention must be given to rhetorical questions,

which are presently the object of the large-scale Konstanz project

“Question at the Interface”.9 In our tradition, rhetorical questions

are generally characterized by a negative presupposition and are

frequent in monologs and formal texts. They do not expect any

answer and lack a dialogical value since the speaker addresses them

to himself or a virtual audience. In conclusion, they cannot be

9 https://typo.uni-konstanz.de/questionsInterfaces/

classified as directive acts, as genuine questions should be from a

pragmatic point of view.

In the contribution to German rhetorical questions by Braun

et al. (2019), questions that cannot be considered seeking

information—since their content is known or inferable—are

classified as rhetorical, regardless of their actual directive force.

All question types we deal with are genuine since they are

directive acts, accomplishing a clear request of linguistic behavior to

the addressee, regardless of the semantic features of their content.

The working classification of questions into types is a two-

step process. Questions are first assigned to a syntactic/semantic

category, and then the correlation of each type’s prosodic variation,

if any, has been observed in detail. The list of types presented in

Table 3 combines traditional grammatical classifications based on

morpho-syntactic, semantic aspects (Serianni, 1998; Abeillé and

Godard, 2021) and types emerging from corpus data.

Main question types have been gathered in three groups: (a) the

Total one, which we will see comprehend two illocutionary types,

i.e., Request for confirmation and Challenging questions; (b) the

Partial one, which also extends to Open questions; and (c) the
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TABLE 3 Question types adopted for corpus annotation.

Question type Working definition Italian example French example

Total The scope of the question is the whole proposition

and must be answered by Y/N.

Vieni a cena stasera?

[are you coming for dinner tonight]

Tu viens dîner ce soir ? [are you coming

for dinner tonight]

Partial The scope is an interrogative variable to be

saturated in the answer.

Dove vai?

[where are you going ?]

Où tu vas ? [where are you going ?]

Open The scope is a verb-less phrase that must be freely

explained in the answer.

(Bella macchina) e il prezzo ?

[(nice car) and the price?]

(belle voiture) et le prix ? [(nice car) and

the price?]

Alternative Composed of two questions whose scope is the

choice between them to be given in the answer.

Vieni la mattina? o il pomeriggio?

[are you coming in the morning or in

the afternoon?]

Tu viens le matin ? ou l’après-midi ? [are

you coming in the morning or in

the afternoon?]

Double Composed of two question units hierarchically

structured; the second specifies the question,

determining the type of answer.

Quando parti? domani?

[when do you leave? tomorrow?]

Tu pars quand ? demain ? [when do you

leave? tomorrow?]

Tag Composed of an assertive proposition and the

request for its confirmation, whose scope is the

proposition to be confirmed in the answer

Oggi è il tuo compleanno, no?

[today is your birthday, isn’t it?]

Aujourd’hui c’est ton anniversaire,

n’est-ce pas ? [today is your birthday,

isn’t it?]

Illocutionary patterns, which correspond to all types composing

two units (Tables 1, 2 summarize the quantitative values).

Regarding Italian, from the 371 questions, once the “spurious”

set is eliminated, actual questions reduce to 320 instances. The

French corpus records 4,179 utterances and 337 questions. Limiting

the analysis to the main questions, 260 cases have been classified.

As Figure 2 shows, in Italian, Total and Partial questions record

a similar percentage (39 and 38%), while in French, the percentage

of Total questions (37%) is higher than that of Partial ones (26%).

In Italian, Illocutionary patterns (Alternative, Double, and Tag

questions) are a minority (9%) but reach 15% in French.

Relative frequency distributions are in some way comparable,

and a significant difference between the two distributions is not

reported (chi-square = 4.581, p-value = 0.205). Despite this, a

strong variability in the number of occurrences for some types (e.g.,

in Italian, we have between 0 and 35 wh-) and the low coverage

of other types (e.g., in Italian, there are only six occurrences of

Alternative negative in the whole corpus) do not allow to draw a

clear picture of the question type distributions across languages.

Indeed, the two samplings follow a criterion of context variation

to give some probability of occurrence to different question types

but are not variated following a corpus design.

The following paragraphs will present the prosodic and

pragmatic properties of questions through prototypic instances.

Prototypes are those utterances in the dataset which best represent

the link between an illocutionary type and its prosodic contour in

the nuclear part of its Comment unit(s). Given the large variety

of pragmatic contexts in spontaneous speech, we selected one

Italian and one French utterance for each question type where the

specific pragmatic activity under consideration is more evident.

From the prosodic side, we choose utterances performed with

sufficient phonetic accuracy, avoiding as much as possible the

sandhi phenomena, voices overlapping, and preferring female

voices. Listening to the acoustic source in the audio files joined to

the paper, prototypes allow us to appreciate that the f0 contours

identified on the f0 track are perceptively relevant and adequate to

convey the foreseen illocutionary information.

3. Results

3.1. Total questions

In Italian, there is no special syntax for Total questions,

which share their structure with assertions (SVO order); therefore,

prosody is their distinctive marker. French grammar foresees both

the unmarked word order and the following syntactic structures:

• With inversion of the personal pronoun, working as a suffix of

the verb (est-il parti?).

• Without inversion but introduced by est-ce que (est-ce qu’il

part? est-ce que Paul part?).

A relevant difference between the two languages concerns the

status of the subject. In Italian, the null subject is grammatical

(preferred in speech), while the subject is obligatory in French. The

possibility to postpone the subject is a syntactic correlation of this

property. In Italian, questions with the postposed stressed subject

are unmarked (parte Paolo?; parte lei?), while this structure is not

grammatical in French (∗Part Paul?; ∗part elle?).

Looking at syntax, while traditional grammatical descriptions

give little space to verbless utterances, they represent a significant

percentage of spontaneous speech productions. C-ORAL-ROM

data estimate verbless utterances, 38% in Italian and 24% in French.

In other words, utterances such as prima di Natale? and la Pina?

in Italian and such as et le prix? and à douze? in French are

frequent and fully adequate to perform a question. Of course,

prosody is the sole linguistic index allowing their interpretation

as Total questions or, as we will see in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, as

Open questions.

Despite the range of syntactic possibilities available to French,

among the 125 Total questions in the dataset (37%), only one

utterance presents a suffixed pronoun and just seven are introduced

by est-ce-que. The remaining part is divided between 20 verbless

instances and complete utterances with unmarked word order,

showing a clear preferential trend in speech. Therefore, despite
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FIGURE 2

Types of questions in the Italian and French corpus.

the grammatical alternatives available, prosody is also distinctive in

French in most cases.

As the pie in Figure 3 shows, French prosody is consistent

with the assumption of a rising contour on the last tonic vowel

as the standard prosodic performance of interrogation, which

characterizes 93 instances of Total questions (74%). Corpus study

also confirms that the rising contour can be performed with a

higher or lower pitch (Delais-Roussarie et al., 2015; Abeillé and

Godard, 2021), apparently without a nuance of meaning.

It is worth noticing, however, that in French, 32 Total questions

are performed through a rising-falling contour, where the falling

movement is the most relevant part (Fonagy and Brerard, 1973).

As reported, this contour (implicative) has recently been the object

of detailed investigations (Portes, 2020). Its high frequency in our

spoken data (more than 25% of Total questions) is surprising since

it is usually considered a marginal case.

We did not find any correlation between the prosodic and

the syntactic variations in French. In short, utterances with and

without inversion match both prosodic contours (final rise and

rising-falling). The few utterances introduced by est-ce-que, too,

appear in both prosodic forms.

The distribution of the syntactic structures shows specific

characters in Italian. The incidence of verb less Total questions

is higher than in French (36 vs. 26%). Given the null subject

condition for Italian, most verbal Total questions (65%) are subject-

less. The remaining part is equally divided between utterances with

postponed and not postponed subjects.

The Italian prosodic performance of Total questions records

two possibilities, as French. Still, instead of a simple rising contour,

as foreseen by a large part of Italian literature, the most common

type is a falling-holding-rising contour on the last tonic and post-

tonic vowels. The contour is complex because it is composed of a

falling part, mainly on the tonic vowel, and a holding-rising part on

the post-tonic syllable(s). We call it valley contour10. The second

prosodic contour is also complex; it corresponds to a rising plus

a falling movement that, by preference, regards only the tonic

vowel. However, the falling part is the most relevant, as in French.

10 In the absence of corpus examples, it is not clear if this contour can be

assimilated to the H∗ L-H%, as proposed by Grice et al. (2005) and evaluated

as the most frequent in Florentine.
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FIGURE 3

Total questions in the French and Italian corpus.

We call it mountain contour. All movements but the holding

one are perceptually relevant according to the glissando threshold.

Perceptual tests have been conducted in a laboratory to verify the

distinction by mother-tongue speakers between the two contours

and the change of their adequacy in different eliciting contexts

(Cresti and Moneglia, forthcoming).

Figure 3 shows that the valley contour characterizes 94

instances of Total questions (64%) and is the most common. The

mountain contour, however, scores a very relevant probability of

occurrence (36%). Corpus-based study confirms for Italian also that

the falling-rising contour can be performed with a higher or lower

f0 range.

There is also no correlation in Italian between the possible

syntactic structures (verbless, subject-less, and postponed subject)

and the prosodic performance through a valley or a mountain

contour. Therefore, we found each syntactic type in Italian and

French in both prosodic forms. In the following paragraphs, we

will explore the possibility that the prosodic variation within Total

questions correlates to specific pragmatic conditions emerging

from corpora.

3.1.1. Total questions as RC
In the L-AcT repertory, the question domain belongs to

one of the sub-classes within the Direction Class. Question

illocutionary types are defined as those activities directed to the

addressee’s linguistic behavior rather than seeking information acts.

In other words, the definition considers that the linguistic behavior

prompted by the question may not be pragmatically equivalent to

giving a piece of information (Cresti, 2020).

Some intentional preparatory conditions are involved in the

following questions: (a) the speaker’s interest in the addressee,

(b) the estimation of the background knowledge of the latter, and

(c) the speaker’s engagement in the linguistic interaction. Question

types may vary depending on different degrees of the speaker’s

affective activation, in force, and type of linguistic behavior

objective of the direction.

When performing a Total question, the speaker should in

principle positively represent an eventuality. In so doing, he should

at least assume its possible occurrence as a hypothesis. This seems

a minimal intentional preparatory condition to keep the question

as a meaningful speech act. Under this assumption, the linguistic
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FIGURE 4

Prototypic contours of Requests for confirmation in Italian and French (2; 3) (Supplementary Audio 2.wav).

behavior enacted by the speaker should not be defined as a seeking

for information act since it is instead a request for the addressee’s

agreement on his hypothesis.

The condition is independent of the speaker’s presupposition

of the truth of his hypothesis and must hold in all circumstances

(biased or unbiased). Being a state of mind, the presupposition

of the truth of the hypothesis remains underdetermined, but the

consistency of the hypothesis condition has been verified in all the

corpus contexts for questions bearing a valley contour in Italian and

final rising contours in French.

For instance, in Italian example (2), ELA is wandering where

the village mentioned by LIA (Castiglion de’ Pepoli) is, and she is

uncertain about the place suggested by LIA (Sasso Marconi). Thus,

based on her rough knowledge of the region, ELA hypothesizes

that the latter is near Bologna, asking for confirmation of what she

supposes. The prosodic movement of (2) in Figure 4 corresponds

to the valley contour.

(2) ∗ELA: [. . . ] ndo’ l’ è / Castiglion de’ Pepoli ?
∗LIA: dunque / avanti di arrivare a Sasso Marconi // sull’

autostrada //
∗ELA: [. . . ] vicino Bologna ? [ifamcv01]

[ELA: where is Castiglion de’ Pepoli? LIA: well, before reaching

Sasso Marconi. On the highway. ELA: near Bologna?]

The French example in (3) fits with the same pragmatic

description. MAR, a young man, explains that he is trying to
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become an artist. SOP hypothesizes that MAR is doing something

useful in themeanwhile and asks for confirmation. According to the

description reported in previous literature, the prosodic movement

of (3) in Figure 4 corresponds to a rising contour in its high f0 level,

aligned to the last vowel, necessarily tonic in French.

(3) ∗MAR: j’ essaierai tout / pour y <arriver / de toute façon> //
∗SOP: <ouais donc> pour le moment tu fais tes études ? #
∗MAR: ouais // [ffamdl04]

[MAR: I’ll try everything, to succeed, anyway. SOP: yeah, so are

you currently studying? MAR: yeah.]

There are variants of the f0 range in prosodic contours in

Italian and French. However, they bring only attitudinal meanings

with no changes in the illocutionary type. For instance, in (4)

and (5) MAR, the same French speaker of (3) performs the two

questions with a rising contour at a lower f0 range (still over the

glissando threshold).

Both questions may be, in principle, biased. In (4), a negative

presupposition is probable—it is pretty challenging to be published

for a young artist—while in (5), a positive presupposition is more

probable—young artists get supported by the group of pairs. The f0

of both examples, reported in Figure 5, shows a final rise at a lower

range than in Figure 4. The choice to perform an RC at a lower f0

range may convey mitigation in the force of the request connected

to a courtesy attitude (Moraes and Rillard, 2014).

(4) ∗MAR: [...] ben essayer justement d’ écrire des [/] écrire des

[/] des textes andeuh essayer de les envoyer / à des producteurs /

andeuh voir un peu ce qu’ ils en pensent quoi // [. . . ]
∗SOP: que oui // que ça intéresse quelqu’ un ? [ffamdl04-161]

[MAR: well, I try to write texts, I try to send them to producers

to see what they think about it. SOP: yes, is anyone interested?]

(5) ∗MAR: [. . . ] on fait des trucs / et puis après ben / on est coincé

/ on a plus de [/] de pouvoir d’ agir quoi // ça c’ est clair // c’ est

un phénomène de société / ça //
∗SAN: dans votre mouvement / andeuh justement andeuh est-

ce que vous avez été qu and même soutenu ? <par les par les

jeunes> //
∗MAR: <ah ben oui on est soutenu hein> // [fpubdl01]

[MAR: we do some stuff, and then afterwards well, we’re stuck,

we have more power to act, what. That’s clear. It’s a phenomenon

of society. SAN: in your musical movement, justly, did you

get anyway support? By young people. MAR: ah well, yes, we

are supported.]

In the Italian example (6), ELA, the same speaker of (2), asks for

confirmation of her hypothesis that American soldiers were still in

the country at the end of the second world war. The presupposition

is probable as in (2), but the valley profile, marked in Figure 5, is

performed at a much lower f0 range. Its perceptual relevance is

confirmed by the glissando values of each movement (falling and

rising over the glissando and holding under the glissando). Keeping

the illocutionary value request for confirmation, we can still perceive

that the choice manifests the speaker’s courtesy attitude toward

the addressee.

(6) ∗ELA: [. . . ] alla fine / della guerra //
∗LIA: sì / insomma / c’era sempre un po’ // sì / sì // [. . . ]
∗ELA: ma / che c’ era sempre gli americani / <ancora> ?

∗LIA: [<] <sì> // quello sì // [ifamcv01]

[ELA: at the end of the war. LIA: yes. Well, there were still some

(soldiers). Yes, yes. ELA: but there were always the Americans,

yet? LIA: yes. That yes.]

The connection between attitudinal meanings and prosodic

cues has been proposed to explain prosodic variations of questions

found in corpus-based research beyond the Italian and French

traditions. Kohler (2004), in his research on German syntactically

marked questions taken from the Kiel corpus, finds a default

correlation between the rising prosodic contour and the syntactic

structure marked by the verb in the first position (Total questions)

and the falling contour and the syntactic structure marked

by wh- variables (Partial questions). In his proposal, the two

prosodic contours bear different attitudinal meanings: the rising

one expresses an orientation toward the addressee with interest

and openness toward him, while the falling is oriented toward the

speaker and asks for a response.

Dealing with the prosodic variation of syntactically marked

questions (Total and Partial) in the corpus, he makes the hypothesis

that during communication, the default link can be restructured,

and each syntactic type can be found with the not-expected

contour, because of the change in the relationship with the

attitudinal meaning. Therefore, according to Kohler, the prosodic

contour is a function of attitudinal meanings that apply to

syntactic constructions.

The L-AcT perspective assumes that prosody is the direct

manifestation of the illocutionary enactment, i.e., the prosodic

contour is a function of illocution, which in turn shapes syntax.

It is worth remembering that nearly 30% of utterances in

spoken Romance languages are verbless (Cresti and Moneglia,

2005), and their pragmatic interpretation only results from the

prosodic performance. The attitudinal meanings concern spheres

of subjective (uncertainty, aggressiveness, and seductiveness) or

social connotations (courtesy and social role), that can change the

range of f0, speech rate, and quality of voice of a prosodic contour

without altering its holistic form and the illocutionary value (Mello

and Raso, 2012).

In the case just seen, the valley contour correlates with the

illocutionary type of Request for confirmation. The f0 range of the

contour can be at a lower level depending on courtesy attitude, but

if the form changes, as we will see below, this is a function of the

illocutionary type performed.

In conclusion, our corpus data does not verify the variation

of a contour in correspondence either with a positive or negative

presupposition (bias) (Savino, 2012; Vanrell et al., 2013; Portes,

2020) or with attitudinal nuances. On the contrary, the prosody is

sensitive to the hypothesismade by the speaker that determines the

valley form in Italian and the rising in French, performing RCs.

3.1.2. Challenging questions
The occurrence of questions in spoken French bearing a rising-

falling movement (implicative) on the last tonic syllable has been

noted by Fonagy and Brerard (1973) and Rossi (1999). Because of

their prosodic closeness, they have been referred to as declarative

questions or even peremptory assertions.
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FIGURE 5

Prosodic variants of Requests for confirmations in French and Italian (4–6) (Supplementary Audio 3.wav).
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FIGURE 6

Prototypic contours of Challenging questions in French and Italian (“Validation Pattern” 7; 8) (Supplementary Audio 4.wav).

The so-called nuance of the meaning of these contours has

been the topic of corpus-based and experimental research in French

(Portes and Lancia, 2017; Portes, 2020), and similar research

has been conducted in Italian and English (Cresti and Moneglia,

forthcoming; Rossano, 2010; Hedberg et al., 2017).

Corpus data are a significant source of information to

characterize the pragmatics/prosody relation within Total

questions. Both in Italian and French, we found recurrent

pragmatic patterns which must be distinguished from those

conveyed by RCs that are performed through a mountain contour.

A first pattern occurs in dialogic contexts in which the speaker

repeats or reformulates a previous addressee’s assertion in the

immediate precedent dialogic turn or picks up in the common

ground the object/argument of the question. For instance, in (7),

f0 contour in Figure 6, while talking about the Cuban revolution,

DAM questions a circumstance (à douze)—indeed, 12 people

starting a guerrilla is remarkable—which DAV has just recalled.

(7) ∗DAV: donc ils ont débarqué avec andeuh un minimum d’

armes / une douzaine / dans un endroit complètement pourri /

des marécages // [. . . ] et puis ils ont organisé la révolution / là

dans les montagnes / à douze //
∗DAM: à douze ?
∗DAV: à douze // [efamdl10]

[DAV: so, they landed with a minimum of weapons, a dozen, in

an entirely rotten place, swamps. [. . . ] and then they organized

the revolution, there in the mountains, at twelve. DAM: at

twelve? DAV: at twelve.]
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In (8), f0 track in Figure 6, ELA reformulates the typical

position of a happy cat—showing his belly—roughly recalled

by LID.

(8) ∗LID: [. . . ] gli facevo / Pallino / Pallino // avanti ha fatto / fr

fr ha girato / va’ // poi s’ è messo / a schiena ’n su / e come ands /

si gongolava // tu vedessi <buffo> //
∗ELA: [<] <cioè> /a pancia all’ aria ?
∗LID: a pancia all’ aria // [ifamdl02]

[ LID: I called him: Pallino, Pallino. Before he did: fr fr. He

turned, finally. Then, he put himself to his back ’n up and

gloated. You should have seen how funny it was. ELA: youmean:

belly in the air? LID: belly in the air.]

In the above contexts, the information questioned is

immediately at the disposal of the addressee. Crucially, the

question is not supported by any speaker’s hypothesis. In no

circumstance, the above context can be paraphrased as the speaker

makes the hypothesis of the occurrence of the given eventuality,

asking the addressee for its confirmation. In other words, corpus

data, both in Italian and French, positively show that this kind

of Total question lacks the necessary intentional preparatory

condition we identified in RC.

We can describe the pragmatic activity considering that the

speaker assumes what is said (or is emerging from the context)

and challenges the addressee to validate it through his linguistic

behavior as an intersubjectively shared assumption. The act may be

peremptory in connection to the greater or lesser speaker’s interest

in validating the ongoing linguistic exchange.

Even this kind of Total question cannot be defined as seeking

for information acts since the information is at the disposal, and

the speaker wants just a guarantee. We refer to them as Challenging

questions (CHQ).

All questions sharing this pragmatic pattern, both in the

Italian and French corpora, show a rising-falling contour which

we holistically call mountain—in parallel to the term valley. It

corresponds to a complex contour composed of a rising movement

(over the glissando) and a rapid falling movement to the baseline

(over the glissando).11 Movements are by preference, aligned to the

tonic vowel, or the falling movement can be placed on the post-

tonic, as in the examples (9) and (10) below. The contour may

be followed optionally by a holding movement on words after the

nucleus within the root unit.

In parallel, no Total questions, performed in French through

a rising contour or in Italian through a valley contour, have

been found in pragmatic contexts lacking the speaker’s intentional

feature hypothesis on the eventuality.

Thus, positive corpus data corroborate the suggestion that the

variation of the prosodic contour of the Total question is at least

sensitive to the existence or not of an underlying hypothesis by the

speaker, leading to differential pragmatic activities (RC or CHQ).

However, in Italian and French, a set of Total questions

with a rising-falling contour does not entirely match the previous

pragmatic description, i.e., challenging the addressee to validate

information already given as a shared assumption. Nonetheless, it

11 Movements can be characterized by speech rate as slow or rapid (with

respect to the rate of the entire root unit).

is also confirmed in these pragmatic contexts that the speaker does

not make any hypothesis on what is asked.

These are probably those language usages that led authors such

as Riegel and Pellat (1999) to propose the term injunctive questions.

The (9) and (10), f0 tracks in Figure 7, are good examples:

(9) ∗NIC: [<] <ne ho fatte> tre //
∗CEC: posso averne una ?
∗NIC: sì // [ifamdl17]

[NIC: I made three (pictures). CEC: can I have one? NIC: yes.]

(10) ∗UBR: [. . . ] pour les groupes et les cars / c’ est seulement

trente-huit francs //
∗PEL: oui c’ est assez cher // et nous sommes obligés d’ inclure le

prix dans / notre produit de la journée // andeuh est-ce que on

peut voir un choix ? [fpubdl02]

[UBR: For groups and coaches, it’s only thirty-eight francs. PEL:

yes it’s quite expensive. And we must include the price in our

ticket of the day. Can we see anything else?]

In (9), NIC wants permission from his brother to keep a picture

as a sign of affection. In (10), PEL pushes the seller to offer a

different tour. Both utterances challenge the addressee by bearing a

strong directive force instead of making a hypothesis. The answer is

strongly requested to the addressee, and the interest of the speaker

on the matter is even higher than in the validation context, thus

fitting well with the term Challenging questions.12

The specific goal of Challenging questions varies and does not

define the language activity. In (7) to (10), the speaker wants to

validate a piece of information as a shared assumption; in (9), the

interest is relative to the speaker’s behavior (to keep the picture),

and she asks for permission (linguistic behavior by the addressee).

Conversely, in (10), the interest regards an action to be performed

by the addressee13.

The pragmatic similarities between Challenging question

groups may be summarized as follows:

• The speaker does not make any hypothesis or assumption on

the proposition.

• The speaker challenges the addressee with force.

• The interest of the speaker in the question is high.

In conclusion, Total questions find two main prosodic

contours in Italian and French. The prosodic variation is

sensitive to pragmatic features such as the presence or lack

of the intentional preparatory condition regarding the speaker’s

hypothesis on one side and the force of the challenge toward

the addressee on the other. If the hypothesis is present, the force

is weaker, and the question enacts a Request for confirmation.

If there is no speaker’s hypothesis and the force is strong,

12 Dehé and Braun (2020) consider declarative questions in English as

rhetorical because they ask a question to create a dramatic e�ect or to make

a point rather than to get an answer. Thus, they are considered challenging

rather than seeking information. In our frame, CHQs genuinely challenge an

answer, but cannot be classified as rhetorical for their directive force.

13 According to the tradition, (12) can be seen as an indirect speech act,

i.e., requests of action by the addressee instead of linguistic behavior.
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FIGURE 7

Prototypic contours of Challenging questions in French and Italian (“Injunctive Pattern” 9; 10) (Supplementary Audio 5.wav).

the question enacts the Challenging illocutionary type. Prosody

varies accordingly.

3.2. Partial and open questions

3.2.1. Italian partial and open questions
Partial questions can be defined as those interrogative

utterances whose scope is a variable expected to be saturated in

the answer. In Italian, they represent nearly 38% of questions.

Their syntactic structures correspond mostly to verbal phrases

that the Wh- interrogative morpheme precedes (chi, che cosa,

quale, dove, quando, quanto, come, perché, and come mai)14.

The morpheme can occur alone or at the beginning of the

Comment unit.

Partial questions are properly seeking

information acts and do not imply any hypothesis

by the speaker on the proposition satisfying

the query.

The prosody of Partial questions is a falling contour (over

the glissando) starting on the tonic vowel of the variable,

14 The percentage of each single Wh variable is not reported since it is not

relevant in such a small dataset.
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FIGURE 8

Prototypic contours of Partial questions in Italian (11–13) (Supplementary Audio 6.wav).

which can be characterized by a more or less rapid declination,

depending on the height at the start, the length of the

information unit, the speed of speech, and sometimes on

stance. See, for instance, two WH questions performed by

female speakers. (11) is introduced by dove (where) and is

characterized by a neutral attitude. The falling movement, reported
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in the f0 track of Figure 8, starts at a middle height and

declines slightly.

(11) ∗ELA: n’ dove l’è ? [ifamcv01]

[ELA: where is it?]

(12), still showing a falling movement, is more lengthened and

starts from higher f0 values. The question seems characterized by

an attitude of insistence.

(12) ∗EST: quando parte? [ifamdl15]

[EST: When does she leave?]

In Italian, the only prosodic difference within Partial questions

regards the performance of perché (why). In (13), this variable is

realized through an upward movement that can be slightly rising

(over the glissando), as in Figure 8. 15

(13) ∗ELA perché? [ifamcv01]

[ELA: Why?]

Perché frequently occurs in isolation; however, other words

can follow it, taking part in the question as a tail with no

functional value. From a pragmatic point of view, perché questions

are distinguished from other WHs because of their prosody and

because they are expected to be saturated by an explanation rather

than a noun or prepositional phrase.

The idiosyncratic prosodic performance of perché allows

passing to the description of Open questions (OP), which is rarely

considered in previous literature (Weisser, 2018). Its syntactic

structure corresponds to a verb-less phrase (noun phrase, adverbial

phrase, adjectival phrase, and verb nominalization) filling the

Comment unit (13% of PQs).

In (14), f0 track in Figure 9, PAO performs a question (per

quest’estate?), showing a continuous rising contour aligned to the

last tonic vowel (over the glissando), optionally followed by holding

movement on the post-tonic.

Although the question does not specify precisely what kind

of answer is expected, it just seeks an explanation. The addressee

cannot answer Y/N.

(14)∗PAO: perché la domenica / tu se’ qui / a <negozio> //
∗FRA: da urlo //
∗PAO: ma / anche / pe’ quest’ estate ? come / tu se’ messa

? [ifamdl12]

[PAO: because on Sunday, you are here, at the store. FRA:

screaming. PAO: but, and for this summer? how do you

manage it?]

In (14), “for this summer” might be considered the topic of

the Partial question, “how do you manage it?”. But this is not the

case since the first phrase bears an illocutionary force, and it is a

Comment that can be interpreted as an independent question. The

difference is reflected in the prosodic performance since OPs, as in

the prototype in Figure 9, show a continuous rising contour.

The continuous rising contour distinguishes from valley and

mountain contours of the Total types and resembles the one found

with perché. Maybe not by chance that perché too foresees an

explanation as an answer.

15 Depending on attitudinal connotations, for instance, surprise, it can also

reach a higher peak.

OPs are filled by a verb-less phrase, as is frequent in Total

questions but cannot be answered by Y/N. The only reason for it

can be up to their specific prosody. For instance, (15), f0’ tracks in

Figure 9, shows that the two prosodic contours on the same proper

name (la Pina) determine their different pragmatic interpretations.

CLA wants to hear about a girl whose name she does not remember

well. EST assumes that she is named Pina performing a Request for

confirmation. CLA asks an open question on this subject.

(15) ∗CLA: <e quella> ragazza / <la> . . .
∗EST: <la> Pina ?
∗CLA: la Pina ?
∗EST: eh // lei / prima veniva tutte le settimane // [ifamdl15]

[CLA: and that girl, the. . . EST: Pina? CLA: Pina? EST: eh. She

used to come every week.]

The different contours of the same lexical word can be easily

compared. While the first utterance shows the typical valley of

RC, the second, the OP, is performed through a continuous

rising contour.

The pragmatic function of OP can be summarized in the

following conditions: a) as all WH, the question does not convey a

speaker’s hypothesis; b) it is genuine seeking for information activity;

and c) it waits to be freely completed by the answer.

3.2.2. French partial and open questions
In French data, Partial questions represent nearly 26% of

the total amount and are composed of the whole range of Wh-

morphemes (comment, où, quand, quel, quoi, combien, pourquoi)

but can also be headed by q’est-ce que/qui.

Wh- morphemes are distributed not only at the beginning of

the Comment unit, as in Italian, but also in situ at its end and

(only occasionally) within it. The most frequent distribution is at

the beginning (nearly 65%) and only 25% is at the end. However, it

must be stressed that the initial position is filled in 45% of cases

by q’est-ce que/qui, lequel, quel/quelle, and pourquoi, that in our

data do not find any other position. Therefore, the remaining Wh-

variables are distributed fifty/fifty in the initial and final positions,

which is prominent.

When the interrogative morpheme occurs at the beginning of

the Comment, its prosodic performance corresponds to a slightly

falling contour (over the glissando) starting from the tonic vowel

of the Wh-. A slightly rising tail can optionally complete the

movement, as in the f0 track of (16) in Figure 10.

(16) ∗MIR : qu’est-ce qu’elles deviennent maintenant ?

[ffamdl17]

[MIR: what they become now?]

In (17), the prosodic contour of the most common Wh-

morpheme (comment), distributed in the first position, is consistent

with this description (f0 in Figure 10).

(17) ∗SAN: comment ils vivent ? [ffamdl02]

[SAN: how do they live?]

When the interrogative variable is in situ, the contour is nearly

flat or weakly rising on the morpheme, marked by a minimal reset,

strong intensity, and/or lengthening (still over the glissando). The

f0 track of example (18) shows how prosody works on “comment”.
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FIGURE 9

Prototypic contours of Open questions in Italian (14; 15) (Supplementary Audio 7.wav).

(18) ∗JOS: vous avez fait comment ? [ffamcv05]

[JOS: did you do it how?]

Open questions also occur in French (13.7% of PQs). Their

syntactic structure is verbless phrases. The question is expected to

be freely completed in the answer by an explanation, as in Italian.

Their prosodic performance is a continuous rising contour (over the

glissando). It can be only roughly compared to the Italian prosodic

performance, as verified in the f0 track of (19) reported in Figure 10.

(19) ∗UBR: euh je vous garantis que andeuh [/] qu’avec ça

/ vos clients auront passé / une journée mais alors vraiment

mémorable hein //
∗PEL: et le prix ?

∗UBR: andeuh le prix / andeuh /deux cents francs tout compris

// [fpubdl02]

[UBR: uh, I guarantee that that with this, your customers will

spend a day but then really memorable, eh. PEL: and the price?

UBR: uh, the price, uh. Two hundred francs all inclusive.]

3.3. Questions as illocutionary patterns in
Italian and French

3.3.1. Tag questions
Double questions, Alternative questions (both positive and

negative), and Tag questions are performed within Illocutionary
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FIGURE 10

Prototypic contours of Partial questions and Open questions in French (16–19) (Supplementary Audio 8.wav).
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FIGURE 11

Illocutionary patterns of question in the Italian and French corpus.

pattern structures, which require the distribution of the utterance

in two pragmatic units (CMM) in a prosodic pattern. All types are

well documented in both corpora (from 9 to 15% of questions) and

vary similarly in the two languages, as pies A and B of Figure 11

show. 16

In Italian and French, Tag questions are composed of a first

assertive CMM, shaped according to the prosodic variation allowed

by the assertive Illocutionary types (Cresti, 2020), and a second

CMM filled by a morpheme working as a tag unit. Without the

tag unit, the utterance would not be considered a question. The

morpheme directs to the addressee the previous assertion, which

functions as a positive hypothesis, stimulating him to confirm it.

16 Supplementary instances have been detected in IPIC database which

stores the full informal section of C-ORAL-ROM Italian (Panunzi and Gregori,

2012).

From a pragmatic perspective, Tag questions are almost equivalent

to weak RCs.

A restricted number of morphemes can constitute the lexical

filling of the second CMM. In Italian: forse, vero, no, eh, and giusto;

in French, hein, non, vraiment, and c’est ça. (20) and (21) show Tag

questions in the two languages, where the more common lexical

expression filling the tag label are, respectively, eh and hein. Their

respective f0 track is displayed in Figure 12.

(20) ∗ELA: Fiordalice / eh ?

[ELA: Fiordalice, isn’t it?] [ifamdl02]

(21) ∗EMA: il y en a beaucoup / hein? [efamdl23]

[EMA: there are a lot, isn’t it?]

Prosody is crucial to enact the illocutionary role, which requires

the morpheme to be a stressed vowel rising (over the glissando)

or lengthened. This condition can be verified on corpus data. The

morpheme eh in Italian and hein in French frequently also play
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FIGURE 12

Prototypic contours of Tag questions in Italian and French (20; 21) (Supplementary Audio 9.wav).

a Phatic function, strengthening the previous assertion’s force. In

those cases, the morpheme is defocused and is performed at a lower

f0 level (under the glissando).

3.3.2. Alternative questions
Half of the Illocutionary patterns in Italian and French are

Alternative questions: either positive or negative. (22) and (23) are,

respectively, Alternative negative (ANQ) and Alternative positives

of the Italian Dataset, while (24) and (25) are comparable French

examples. Figure 13 presents their f0 contours.

(22) ∗GIA: le metto / o no? [ifamcv14]

[GIA: do I put them on, or not?]

(23) ∗ANT:ma lui è più grande / o più piccolo? [ifamdl05]

[ANT: is he older, or younger?]

(24) ∗SOP: ça vous dit quelque chose / ou pas ? [fnatte02]

[SOP: does that mean anything to you or not?]

(25) ∗SOP : c’était d’abord anglais / ou c’était d’abord

français ? [ffnatte02]

[SOP: was it English first / or was it French first?]

In no case, the Alternative patterns are equivalent to the

performance of one sole question since the interpretation of the

utterance does not concern a question on the truth of disjunctive

coordination, as it might be in “is it true that (chess pieces are white
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FIGURE 13

Prototypic contours of Alternative questions in Italian and French (22–25) (Supplementary Audio 10.wav).
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FIGURE 14

Prototypic contours of Double questions in French and Italian (26–28) (Supplementary Audio 11.wav).
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or black)?”.17 Each CMM bears an illocutionary force of question,

but the actual request is up to their association within the pattern,

even if, as sometimes happens, the disjunctive conjunction (or) is

not realized.

APQ and ANQ have different semantic values. In ANQ,

one sole proposition is questioned and, for this reason, can be

answered Y/N. On the contrary, APQ requires a choice between

two propositions and cannot be answered Y/N.

ANQs work as a Total question; if the answer is negative,

the question is solved. In contrast, the positive response is

insufficient and requires supplementary information. Although

APQs cannot be answered Y/N, a negative answer is possible,

but it denies both possibilities and is by preference integrated by

additional information.

From a prosodic point of view, quite surprisingly, APQ and

ANQ show the same prosodic pattern, which is also the same in

Italian and French. The first CMM bears a rising movement (over

the glissando) with a peak on the final tonic vowel. In Italian,

the rising contour is followed by a hold (under the glissando) if

the word is paroxytone. The second CMM bears a level contour

composed of rapidly falling on the first tonic vowel, followed by

a holding movement at low f0 values (over the glissando) spread

on the subsequent syllables. This description roughly replicates

the prosodic description of alternative constructions in French

(Delais-Roussarie and Turco, 2019).

Although the semantics of alternative questions might be

extensively treated, from corpus data that emerge on the pragmatic

ground, both APQ and ANQ, to be meaningful, cannot imply a

hypothesis by the speaker on the questioned alternative and cannot

be interpreted as RC but rather function as CHQ.

3.3.3. Double questions
Although virtually ignored in Italian or French grammar,

Double questions (DBQ) are well testified in language usage. As

with the other Illocutionary patterns, they split the question into

two prosodic contours (CMMs). They were described by Fonagy

and Brerard (1973) as a double-rising movement belonging to the

same prosodic contour. They report that Dubois already considered

it like a prosodic redundancy on a unitary content that could

constitute a single interrogative sentence. However, this description

does not fit with the speech performance since each CMM signals a

distinct act.

Italian and French DBQ present different types. Still, the overall

structure always consists of a first CMM performing a question and

a second CMM restricting the first. For instance, French features

Double patterns with either a WH or a Total question in the first

CMM, as in (26) and (27).

(26) ∗MAI: vous avez fait quoi / ce week-end ?

[MAI: what did you do this weekend?] [ffamcv05]

(27) ∗SAN: vous êtes nombreux / là ?

[SAN: there were many of you, there?] [fpubdl01]

17 In Weisser’s Taxonomy, the Alternative question is foreseen but is

composed of only one syntactic unit introduced by the conjunction or.

From a prosodic point of view, the contour of the WH is

strictly compatible with the overall WHmodel, showing a prosodic

marking of the Wh- variable, which is placed mainly in situ, as

the f0 track of (26) in Figure 14. The second CMM shows a level

contour (over the glissando) spread over the sequence of syllables.

The answer should satisfy the Wh- variable.

The prosodic pattern of (27), displayed in Figure 14,

corresponds to the sequence of a rising contour on the last

vowel, strictly compatible with French RCs in the first CMM and

a level contour (still over the glissando) in the second CMM, as in

(26). The answer is necessarily Y/N.

It is worth noting that it is hard to interpret the second CMM

as an autonomous question. However, the unit is not defocused as

it might be the case, in the L-AcT perspective, for an Appendix of

Comment (Cresti, 2021). AsMartin (2008, 2018) noticed discussing

similar questions within the Macro-syntactic approach (Blanche-

Benveniste, 1997), the second unit of a DBQ works as a postfix.

It must be distinguished from both an independent noyau and

a suffix unit. In other words, the high-level contour bears a

functional value in French, working as a specification act within the

Illocutionary pattern.

DBQ in our Italian sampling always corresponds to a first CMM

performing a WH question, followed by a second CMM restricting

its scope.18 Let us see (28).

(28) ∗POL: che gli’è / una sedia svedese?

[POL: what is (it), a Swedish chair?] [ifamcv27]

Figure 14 shows that the prosodic contour in the first CMM of

(28) is falling, matching the Italian WHs. In contrast, the second

CMM fits with the contour assigned to RC (valley), with the falling

part (over the glissando) on the last tonic vowel and a hold (under

the glissando) followed by a rising (over the glissando) on the post-

tonic. In (28), the second CMM saturates the Wh- variable, thus

modifying the status of the first WH question, which becomes an

RC and can be answered Y/N.

Despite the variation found in DBQ, which may correspond to

WH (seeking information) and RC, we never found Illocutionary

patterns working as Challenging questions. In other words, the

restrictive role of the second CMM develops a mitigation effect.

4. Conclusion

In the L-AcT frame, the pragmatic domain of questions is

a sub-class within the overall Direction class and is defined

as the speaker’s activity aimed at the addressee’s linguistic

behavior, passing from being considered the speaker’s seeking for

information activities as corpus-based taxonomies assume, to a

more general concept.

Two selections of ∼4,000 utterances have been derived

from the Italian and French C-ORAL-ROM corpora. Focusing

on the Comment information unit, we derived the main

prosodic properties of questions in the two languages and their

pragmatic correlations.

18 The type of DBQ composed of a first CMM with a Total question, as in

French, is missing in the Italian corpus.
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TABLE 4 The system of Requests aimed at the addressee’s linguistic behavior in Italian and French.

Corpus prototype Illocutionary activity Prosodic contour

Types of Utterance

Wh-question

(PQ)

(12) quando parte ? seeking information request

conditioned by a wh-variable

falling contour

(17) comment ils vivent ?

(18) vous avez fait comment ?

slightly falling contour

orminimal reset (on the Wh in situ)

Open question (OP) (14) pe’ quest’estate ? seeking information request without

conditions on the answer

continuous rising contour (spread on the syllabic

sequence)

(19) et le prix ?

Request for confirmation

(RC)

(2) vicino Bologna ? Agreement request based on the

speaker’s hypothesis

valley contour

(falling on the tonic vowel and holding-rising on

the post-tonic syllable(s))

(3) pour le moment tu fais tes études ? (high) rising contour on the last tonic syllable

Challenging Question

(CHQ)

(8) a pancia all’aria ? A pressing request based on

linguistic/contextual evidence to satisfy

the query

mountain contour

(rising-falling on the tonic syllable followed by

a hold)

(7) à douze ?

Types of Illocutionary pattern

Tag questions

(TAG)

(20) Fiordalice / eh ? Agreement request on an asserted

utterance

assertive rising-falling contour

+ rising contour

(21) il en a beaucoup / hein?

Alternative negative questions

(ANQ)

(22) le metto / o no ? A request of choice between the content

of an utterance and its negation

rising contour

+ level contour

(24) ça vous dit quelque chose / ou pas ?

Alternative positives

questions

(APQ)

(23) ma lui è più grande / o più piccolo ? A request of choice between contrastive

contents in the pattern

rising contour

+ level contour

(25) c’était d’abord anglais / ou c’était

d’abord français ?

Double questions

(DBQ)

(28) che gli’è / una sedia svedese? A seeking information request restricted

to an area of relevance through a

specification act

falling contour

+ valley contour

(26) vous avez fait quoi / ce week-end ?

(27) vous êtes nombreux / là ?

minimal reset on the Wh (or rising contour)

+ level contour

The first finding is that <10% of utterances are questions

in language usage compared to assertive over 50%. The corpus-

based study allows sketching the quantitative proportion among

the main question types. Total questions (37% FR −39% IT) and

WH questions (26% FR −38% IT) are the most frequent type. The

relevance of questions performed through Illocutionary patterns

(Tag-questions, Alternative questions, and Double questions) is

highlighted (9% IT−5% FR).

Beyond the grammatical distinction between Total and Partial

questions, the syntax finds little relevance in the typological

classification of questions. Semantic aspects, such as positive and

negative presuppositions (bias), are not predictive of the pragmatic

typology. Total questions, which are expected to be answered by

the addressee positively or negatively, and which are supposed to fit

standard prosodic models, show a consistent number of instances

bearing a so-called declarative contour, respectively 26% in French

and 36% in Italian. This is a relevant corpus finding which asks for

an explanation.

We provided evidence correlating the two contours with

pragmatic values. On one side, the valley contour (in Italian)

and the final rising (in French) aim to obtain the addressee’s

agreement on a speaker’s hypothesis, accomplishing a Request for

confirmation (RC). Conversely, the mountain contour (in both

languages) challenges the addressees (CHQ). Both types depart

from the shared pragmatic definition of questions as seeking

information acts. The prosodic contours reflect intentional and

affective differences, mainly depending on the balance between the

weight of the speaker’s hypothesis, which only pertains to RC, the

interest toward the addressee, and the force of the request, which is

highest in CHQ.

Seeking for information activities are limited to Partial

questions. PQs are strong requests to the addressee, performed
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by a falling contour in both languages and, in French, by

marking the Wh- variable when in situ. PQs comprise Open

questions. OPs show a specific prosodic contour (continuous

rising) shared by the two languages and correspond to a vague

underlying WH question the addressee is free to satisfy as

he prefers.

The Illocutionary patterns are natural rhetorical figures linking

two illocutionary units (CMMs) within a prosodic structure. Tag

questions manifest the speaker’s hypothesis in a first assertive

CMM, while the Tag morpheme signals an RC to the addressee.

The prosodic pattern corresponds to an assertive contour in the first

CMM, followed by a focused rising or lengthened contour.

In Alternatives questions, positive and negative, the content

is composed of two pragmatic units put in alternation. In both

languages, the prosodic pattern is composed of a rising contour

followed by a low-level contour. From a pragmatic point of view,

contrary to Tag questions, the Alternative Illocutionary pattern

develops a CHQ.

Double questions enact a speaker’s way of realizing complex

questions that are hierarchically structured: the first CMM always

demands to be further specified in the second. This general model

is reflected in various types depending on the semantic relations

between the two CMMs. Although our description is limited by the

small number of Double questions in the dataset, some difference

between the two languages has emerged.

In Italian, Double questions are mainly composed of a first

WH question performed through a canonical falling contour.

The second CMM saturates the Wh- and the Illocutionary

pattern works as an RC. In French, we found the first CMM

recording either a WH question or a Total question; however,

the second CMM always restricts it to a circumstantial argument.

Accordingly, the Illocutionary patterns work as a WH or as

an RC.

Table 4 summarizes the pragmatic system of activities aimed at

the addressee’s linguistic behavior shared by the two languages and

the differential prosodic contours allowing their performance.
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